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COURSE OVERVIEW 

This course will examine the foundations of market-based approaches to education reform and 
the ways in which education systems have adapted to these approaches. We will begin with a 
general examination of neoliberalism as a set of practices within the realm of social policy. 
During this time we will engage with the ideas of Milton Friedman, Friedrich Hayek, and others 
who built a transatlantic network of intellectuals aimed at conceptualizing market solutions to 
policy problems. Next, we will see how these practices have been specifically adapted to 
education policy and reform movements. This discussion begins with the classic work of John 
Chubb and Terry Moe and continues with a wide variety of more contemporary scholarship. We 
then examine the role of network governance in reshaping modern education systems within this 
ideological context of market reform. In particular, we will investigate the ways networks of 
venture philanthropists, jurisdictional challengers, and state actors are mobilizing education 
reforms with special attention to alternative teacher certification and school choice policies. The 
remaining part of the course will be dedicated to an investigation of the ways these reforms are 
transforming urban and suburban cities, race relations, and a wide array of educational and 
residential practices. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

Students should expect to leave the course having accomplished the following: 

1. Develop an understanding of the intellectual and political foundations underlying market 
and choice oriented approaches to education and social policy. 

2. Develop an understanding of the empirical evidence supporting market and choice 
oriented policies, especially charter schools, alternative teacher certification, and venture 
philanthropy. 

3. Situate the organizations and actors working to advance these policies within the network 
contexts in which they operate—and to construct these networks using basic techniques 
from social network analysis. 

4. Practice the craft of policy debate concerning the above issues through writing and public 
speaking.  
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CLASS FORMAT 

The primary format for our class meetings will be seminar-style discussions, debates, and small 
group problem-solving scenarios. During seminar-style discussions we will work together as a 
class, in small groups, and individually to raise critical questions and formulate connections 
across the course material. Given the seminar structure to the course it is crucial to come to class 
with the expectation that you will be an active participant in the discussion. If you are hoping to 
sit through this class without actively engaging in the discussions and debates then this is not the 
class for you. Finally, I will periodically attempt to motivate our discussions through the use of 
Socratic lecture, and we will occasionally have guest speakers who specialize in various areas of 
the literature germane to this course. 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND MODES OF EVALUATION 

Your work in this course will be evaluated through multiple assignments. The specific modes of 
evaluation and corresponding grading weights are described below. Grades will be assigned 
using the following scale: 

A: 90% – 100%, B: 80% – 89%, C: 70 – 79%, D: 60% – 69%, E: below 60% 

When evaluating your work I will consider criteria specific to each assignment. In general, 
though, I consider grade ranges to meet the following generic standards: 

95% – 100%:  Exemplary work that exhibits mastery over the task 
90% – 94%:    Excellent work that approaches mastery but falls short in one key area 
85% – 89%:    High quality work that has ample room for improvement 
80% – 84%:    Work that exceeds minimum expectations but contains a number of mistakes or 

lacks quality in key areas 
75% – 79%:    Work that meets, but does not exceed, the minimum expectations    
70% – 74%:    Work that exhibits reasonable effort but falls short of the minimum expectations 
60% – 69%:    Work of poor quality that shows little effort or understanding of the task 
below 60%:     Work that exhibits no effort or understanding of the task 

Required Assignments 

1.  Discussions and Weekly Responses (15%, Due date: rolling) 

My expectation is that you will come to class regularly (< 2 absences) having closely engaged 
with the assigned readings and ready to make substantive contributions to discussions and group 
work. I respect that some of you feel comfortable speaking on a regular basis while others prefer 
to listen. I do not expect that everyone will participate equally. However, the format of this 
course is structured in a way that will make it impossible for you to sit silently all semester. 
Please note that multiple absences and/or a failure to meaningfully participate in discussions will 
negatively impact this component of your grade. 
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The class will be divided into two groups for the purposes of writing and submitting short 
reading responses prior to class meetings. In the course outline below you will note that next to 
the heading for each class meeting I have inserted ‘Group 1’, ‘Group 2’, or ‘Groups 1 & 2’. 
When your group is listed for a given date that means you are responsible for posting your 
reading response to the course discussion board (on Canvas) by 10pm on Tuesday evening prior 
to the class meeting. For example, “Group 1” is listed for the January 18th class meeting, which 
means Group 1 must post their responses by 10pm Tuesday January 17th. My expectation is that 
the responses (approx. 0.75 - 1 single-spaced page) will point to specific insights in the readings, 
raise critical questions, and make connections to other readings and concepts from the course. 
Rather than provide you with written feedback each week, I will incorporate your comments and 
questions into the discussion. The responses will be graded pass/fail. 

2.  Education Policy in the News (25%, Due date: rolling) 

Each of you will be responsible for writing a paper and giving a short presentation about a 
current news article covering some aspect of contemporary education policy in the United States. 
The paper and presentation should briefly summarize the article and then take a stance on the 
policy of concern. For example, you might find an article from the Chicago Tribune about school 
closures. Your task is to summarize the article and then take a policy stance concerning this 
particular situation. The paper should be approximately 1,200 words and contain a link the news 
story in question. You will have seven minutes to present your summary and position to the 
class, which will be followed by 5-10 minutes of Q&A from members of the class. The goal is to 
take a stance with enough conviction so as to generate a productive debate. Please upload your 
paper to Canvas before class on the day of your presentation. 

3.  Policy Network Analysis (25%, Due date: March 10 @ 4pm) 

In this assignment we will work in groups (both in and out of class) to construct and analyze an 
educational policy network. The assignment will be completed over a four-week period (Feb. 15 
– Mar 10). During this time we will work in groups to collect the data, learn the basics of social 
network analysis, and present preliminary findings to the rest of the class. In addition to the 
(informal) presentation, each group will be responsible for turning in a short summary of their 
network analysis along with a visual depiction of the network graph(s). The summary should 
take on the form of a précis for a publication submission and will be due to Canvas on Friday 
March 10 at 4pm. 

4.  Policy Brief and Panel Discussion (35%, Due date: April 19 @ 4pm) 

The goal of this assignment is for you to review the literature on a specific facet of education 
reform discussed during the course and to offer a set of policy recommendations based on the 
evidence. For example, you might review the evidence on charter schools, school vouchers, 
alternative certification, teacher merit pay, value added evaluation, private financing, or some 
other reform. While we will not substantially engage with the higher education policy literature 
in this course, you are certainly welcome to focus your analysis on issues related to 
market/choice reform in higher education (e.g. rise of for-profit universities). Your paper should 
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range from 8 – 10 double-spaced pages assuming 1-inch margins and 12-point Times New 
Roman font. The paper will be due as a Canvas upload on April 19th by the start of class (4pm). 

On our last day of class—Wednesday April 19—we will hold a series of panel discussions 
organized around themes from the policy briefs. The number of panel sessions will depend on 
the range of topics addressed in the papers. Each panelist will be given ~15 minutes (contingent 
on number of students enrolled) to summarize their argument(s) and I will serve as the 
moderator. Panelists will then have a chance to respond to arguments before Q & A is opened to 
the entire class. 

TEXTS 

The texts for this course consist of a mixture of books, selected book chapters, journal articles, 
and policy documents. The books for the course include: 

1. Friedman, Milton. 2002. Capitalism and Freedom (fortieth anniversary 
edition). Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 

2. Harvey, David. 2007. A Brief History of Neoliberalism. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
3. Chubb, John and Terry Moe. 1990. Politics, Markets, and America’s Schools. 

Washington, DC: Brookings Institution Press. 
4. Lareau, Annette and Kimberly Goyette (eds.). 2014. Choosing Homes, Choosing Schools. 

New York: Russell Sage Foundation 

All other readings will be available on the Internet through links provided in the Course Outline 
and Readings page. 

ACCOMMODATIONS 

If any student requires specific accommodations please do not hesitate to speak with me at any 
point during the semester.  This includes accommodations related to the curriculum, instruction, 
evaluations, or any other factors that would otherwise prohibit your full participation in this 
course. Any questions or concerns students have about this matter will be held confidential to the 
best of my ability. In order to receive specific accommodations in this course, you must provide 
me with a Letter of Accommodation from the Disability Resource Center (Room 2, Alumni 
Gym, 859-257-2754) for coordination of campus disability services available to students with 
disabilities. 

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY 

All instances of academic dishonesty will be addressed according to standard UK policies on 
academic integrity. Please familiarize yourself with these expectations and the Code of Student 
Rights and Responsibilities. 

Plagiarism is attempting to pass off others' work as your own, such as copying the words of 
others or paraphrasing without proper attribution; not giving credit to sources in oral 
presentations; and/or handing in a paper you completed for another class for a grade in this 
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course (i.e. self-plagiarizing). For specific questions about plagiarism please see this document 
put together by UK's Office of Academic Ombud Services. 

  
ESTIMATED COURSE OUTLINE 

Section 1: Intellectual foundations of Neoliberalism 
1-11-2017      Course introduction 

1. Read	the	entire	syllabus	

1-18-2017       politics and markets (Group 1) 

1. Friedman	book:	Introduction,	chapters	1-2,	7,	11-12		

1-25-2017       Critiques of neoliberal policies (Group 2) 

1. Harvey	book:	Introduction,	chapters	1	–	4,	6	

Section 2: Neoliberalism and Education Policy 
2-1-2017       Foundations of market-based education policy (Group 1) 

1. Friedman	book:	chapter	6	
2. NCEE.	1983.	“A	Nation	at	Risk:	The	Imperative	for	Education	Reform.”	Washington,	

DC:	The	National	Commission	on	Excellence	in	Education.	
o Supplementary	documents	(not	assigned):	Sandia	Report,	Lawrence	

Stedman's	review	of	Sandia,	Education	Week	debate	
3. Chubb	&	Moe	book:	chapters	1	–	2	

2-8-2017      The evolution of Market theory in federal policy: esea to essa (group 2) 

Familiarize yourself with the following: 

1. Elementary	and	Secondary	Education	Act	(ESEA)	of	1965	
o Wikipedia	Summary	
o Original	Source	

2. The	Improving	America’s	Schools	Act	(IASA)	of	1994	
3. No	Child	Left	Behind	Act	(NCLB)	of	2001	

o Summary	
o Full	legislation	
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4. U.S.	Department	of	Education	(2009),	Race	to	the	Top	Program	Executive	Summary.	
Washington,	DC.	

5. Every	Student	Succeeds	Act	of	2015	

Read these closely: 

1. DeBray-Perlot,	Elizabeth	and	Patick	McGuinn.	2009.	“The	New	Politics	of	Education:	
Analyzing	the	Federal	Education	Policy	Landscape	in	the	Post-NCLB	Era.”	
Educational	Policy	23:15-42.	

2. Galey,	Sarah.	2015.	"Education	Politics	and	Policy:	Emerging	Institutions,	Interests,	
and	Ideas."	The	Policy	Studies	Journal	43/S1:S12-S39.	

  

Section 3: policy dynamics and network governance in action  
2-15-2017       Policy networks (Group 1) 

1. Rhodes,	R.A.W.	2006.	“Policy	Network	Analysis”	Pp.	423-445	in	The	Oxford	
Handbook	of	Public	Policy,	edited	by	M	Moran,	M	Rein	&	RE	Goodin.	Oxford	
University	Press,	Oxford,	UK.	

2. Chapter	1	from:	Ball,	Stephen	J.	2012.	Global	Education	Inc.:	New	Policy	Networks	
and	the	Neoliberal	Imaginary.	New	York:	Routledge.	

3. Scott,	Janelle	and	Huriya	Jabbar.	2014.	"The	Hub	and	the	Spokes:	Foundations,	
Intermediary	Organizations,	Incentivist	Reforms,	and	the	Politics	of	Research	
Evidence."	Educational	Policy	28:233-257.	

2-22-2017       Policy entrepreneurship and privatization (Group 2) 

1. McShane,	Michael	Q.	and	Frederick	M.	Hess.	2015.	“The	Politics	of	Entrepreneurship	
and	Innovation.”	Pp.	304-321	in	Handbook	of	Education	Politics	and	Policy,	edited	by	
Bruce	S.	Cooper,	James	G.	Cibulka,	and	Lance	D.	Fusarelli.	New	York,	NY:	Routledge.	

2. Mehta,	Jal	and	Steven	Teles.	2012.	“Jurisdictional	Politics:	A	New	Federal	Role	in	
Education."	In	F.	M.	Hess	&	A.	P.	Kelly	(Eds.),	Carrots,	Sticks,	and	the	Bully	Pulpit:	
Lessons	from	a	Half-Century	of	Federal	Efforts	to	Improve	America's	Schools	(pp.	197-
216).	Cambridge,	MA:	Harvard	Education	Press.	

3. Anderson,	Gary	L.	and	Liliana	Montoro	Donchik.	2014.	“Privatizing	Schooling	and	
Policy	Making:	The	American	Legislative	Exchange	Council	and	New	Political	and	
Discursive	Strategies	of	Education	Governance.”	Educational	Policy	(ahead	of	
print):1-43.	
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3-1-2017         Venture philanthropy (Group 1) 

1. Scott,	Janelle.	2009.	“The	Politics	of	Venture	Philanthropy	in	Charter	School	Policy	
and	Advocacy.”	Educational	Policy	23:106-136.	

2. Reckhow,	Sarah	and	Jeffrey	W.	Snyder.	2014.	“The	Expanding	Role	of	Philanthropy	
in	Education	Politics.”	Educational	Researcher	43:186-195.						

3. TBD	

3-8-2017       networks of teacher deregulation (Group 2) 

1. Kretchmar,	Kerry,	Beth	Sondel	and	Joseph	J.	Ferrare.	2014.	"Mapping	the	Terrain:	
Teach	For	America,	Charter	School	Reform,	and	Corporate	Sponsorship."	Journal	of	
Education	Policy	29:742:759.	

2. Zeichner,	Kenneth	and	Cesar	Pena-Sandoval.	2015.	“Venture	Philanthropy	and	
Teacher	Education	Policy	in	the	U.S.:	The	Role	of	the	New	Schools	Venture	Fund.”	
Teachers	College	Record	117:x-xx.						

3. TBD	

***NOTE: Policy network analysis précis due on Friday March 10 @ 4pm. 

3-15-2017       NO CLASS (Spring Break) 

  

Section 4: Choice, housing, and schools 
3-22-2017       The Empirical case for choice in education (Group 1) 

1. Chubb	&	Moe	book:	chapters	3	–	6	
2. Berends,	Mark.	2015.	"Sociology	and	School	Choice:	What	We	Know	After	Two	

Decades	of	Charter	Schools."	Annual	Review	of	Sociology	41:159-180.	

3-29-2017         segregation, mobility, and the politics of school choice (Group 2) 

1. Lareau	&	Goyette	book:	chapters	4	–	5	
2. Chapter	6	from:	Lewis,	Wayne	D.	2013.	The	Politics	of	Parent	Choice	in	Public	

Education:	The	Choice	Movement	in	North	Carolina	and	the	United	States.	New	York:	
Palgrave	MacMillan.	

4-5-2017         school choice in residential context (Group 1) 

1. Lareau	&	Goyette	book:	chapters	6	–	8	
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Section 5: debating Alternatives 
4-12-2017       Is School Reform the best way to Reform Schools? (Group 2) 

1. Berliner,	D.	2013.	"Effects	of	inequality	and	poverty	vs.	teachers	and	schooling	on	
America’s	youth."	Teachers	College	Record	115:1-26.	

2. Chapter	6	in:	Anyon,	Jean.	2005.	Radical	Possibilities:	Public	Policy,	Urban	Education,	
and	a	New	Social	Movement.	New	York:	Routledge.	

3. Lareau	&	Goyette	book:	chapter	10	
4. Henig,	Jeffrey	R.	and	Clarence	N.	Stone.	2008.	“Rethinking	School	Reform:	The	

Distractions	of	Dogma	and	the	Potential	for	a	New	Politics	of	Progressive	
Pragmatism.”	American	Journal	of	Education	114:191-218.													

4-19-2017       Panel discussion of policy briefs 

1. Policy	briefs	due:	Please	upload	your	papers	to	Canvas	by	4pm	and	come	to	class	
prepared	to	defend	your	policy	recommendations	during	our	panel	discussions.	

4-26-2017       No class meeting 

 


